Sorafenib treatment for recurrent stage T1 bilateral renal cell carcinoma in patients with Von Hippel- Lindau disease: A case report and literature review
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Abstract

Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) with Von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) syndrome is associated with multiple recurrences and a young age at diagnosis. Therefore the primary goal of treatment is to stabilize the disease, minimizing the surgical resection and preserving the renal function in the patients with VHL who have developing RCC nodules after initial treatment. This is the first case report of VHL disease, with long-term stable disease, treated with a half dose of sorafenib after surgical resection and radiofrequency ablation for multiple recurrent stage T1 masses. We discuss the efficacy and safety of low-dose sorafenib treatment and review RCC in a patient with VHL disease.

Introduction

Because renal cell carcinoma (RCC) with Von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) syndrome is associated with multiple recurrences and a young age at diagnosis, it usually needs repeated intervention. The therapeutic goal is oncologic control, while preserving renal function. We present unique cases of multiple recurrent stage T1a VHL-RCC, which were well-stabilized with sorafenib treatment.

Case 1

A 38-year-old woman visited our clinic for recurrent RCC. She was genetically diagnosed with VHL disease 10 years prior at another hospital, and underwent right partial nephrectomy for RCC and surgical resection of hemangioblastoma in the cerebellum at that time. She also had retinal hemangioblastoma and C2-4 spinal cord hemangioblastoma. Her father and her son were also diagnosed with VHL disease. The abdominal computed tomography (CT) at the other hospital revealed multiple RCCs in both kidneys (largest 5.2 cm) and multiple pancreatic cysts (Fig. 1, part A). There was no evidence of distant metastasis.

For the multiple RCC, we performed radiofrequency ablation (RFA) for the largest RCC (5.2 cm), and bilateral partial nephrectomies for right 5 RCCs (largest one 2 cm) and left 5 RCCs (largest one 3.5 cm). The pathologic diagnosis was Fuhrman nuclear grade (FG) 1, stage T1 clear cell RCC for all tumours. At discharge, the patient’s serum creatinine level was normalized (preoperative 1.1 mg/dL, postoperative >1.1 mg/dL). Three months after surgery, the patient started on a half-dose sorafenib (400 mg, daily) for the remaining bilateral RCCs (right: 3.4, 3, 2.5, 2 cm size, left: <1 cm size, multiple) (Fig. 1, part B). We used the half-dose sorafenib treatment because (1) the full dose (800 mg, daily) frequently causes severe hand-foot-skin problems and other adverse effects (i.e., diarrhea) especially in initial 3 to 4 months; (2) the Fuhrman nuclear grade 1 RCC could be controlled with the half dose; (3) the patient had a low body weight (50 kg); and (4) we assumed that sunitinib was not suitable for patients scheduled for long-term treatment due to its severe adverse effects, such as hematologic complication compared to sorafenib. Six months after sorafenib administration, the main RCCs, including the largest one, regressed and reached partial response according to the Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) criteria. (Fig. 1, part C). At 9 months, the patient complained of diarrhea (Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events [CTCAE] grade 1); however, she tolerably received sorafenib maintenance with antidiarrheal treatment due to intermittent diarrhea lasting less than 6 months. The size of the pancreatic cyst slightly decreased (from 6.3 to >5.9 cm) during the treatment periods, but other lesions showed no change. She is still responding to half-dose sorafenib treatment at 65 months (Fig. 1, part D).

Case 2

A 37-year-old man was referred to our urologic department for RCC, found during a regular check-up. The CT revealed a...
5-cm sized RCC with multiple renal cysts and multiple small pancreatic cysts (Fig. 2, part A). He had brain surgery for a benign cerebellar tumour 22 years prior, but he had neither family history of brain cancer nor VHL. In VHL mutation analysis, VHL-exon deletion was suspected. Partial nephrectomy was applied for the 5-cm size clear cell type RCC. After 6 months, another cystic RCC was suspected at the other side of kidney, and also treated with partial nephrectomy. Serum creatinine level was stabilized at slightly higher level than normal range (1.3 mg/dL) after surgeries. During the secondary postoperative period, many (n = 6–49) 1- to 2.4-cm size multiple RCCs recurred under watchful waiting (Fig. 2, part B). At 55 months, the disease progressed (2.4→3.2 cm) (Fig. 2, part C) and the patient started taking 800 mg of sorafenib daily. However, he needed a dose reduction (400 mg, daily) 3 months later due to CTCAE grade 2 diarrhea; he tolerated treatment after the dose adjustment. The disease reached a partial response (3.2→2.2 cm) at 2 months after sorafenib administration (Fig. 2, part D) and the patient still responded to treatment at the recent follow-up (96 months after his first surgery, at 35 months after sorafenib), revealed via a non-contrast CT (Fig. 2, part E).

**Discussion**

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report showing that sorafenib could effectively control the recurrent of stage T1 VHL-RCC.

VHL disease is the most well-known syndrome, which associated with the hereditary RCC disease. VHL gene mutation results in the autosomal dominant disorder\(^1\) and characterized by various diseases. Among them, VHL Phenotype 1 and 2B, which are associated with retinal hemangioblastoma, hemangioblastoma of the brain or spinal cord, pancreatic cyst and neuroendocrine tumor, related to high-risk RCC.\(^2\)

VHL-RCC present multiple, recurrent features and diagnosed at a young age, but only 25% are known to have metastatic RCC.\(^3\) Therefore, treatment modality is determined according to tumour size, and the number and growth rate to preserve renal function.\(^4\) For stage T1 VHL-RCC, nephron-sparing surgery and focal therapy, such as cryoablation and RFA for large or multiple RCC, as well as watchful waiting for masses less than 3 to 4 cm, are considered standard therapy.\(^4,5\) However, in surgical resection, the recurrence rate is relatively high (50%) and 25% of cases need re-operation;\(^6\) surgical resection or RFA, however, cannot be applied repetitively due to the nephron loss and possible complications.\(^7\) Postsurgical dialysis or renal transplantation, the final treatment options, also have been used for non-metastatic VHL-RCC even in young age.\(^8\)

Therefore in this study, we applied a medical treatment, which is used for metastatic RCC to preserve the normal renal parenchyme. Sorafenib, tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI), is the first-line treatment for metastatic clear cell RCC and targets the vascular endothelial growth factor receptor...
(VEGFR) and other receptors affected by VHL-HIF cancer pathway activation. However, sorafenib for non-metastatic VHL-RCC has not been reported. Sunitinib is another TKI, which is the first-line treatment for metastatic RCC; it has been reported in non-metastatic VHL-RCC twice. Jonasch and colleagues reported the sunitinib treatment outcome for 1- to 3-cm sized VHL-RCC in 15 VHL patients. At 48 weeks after 50 mg full-dose sunitinib treatment (4 weeks’ treatment followed by 2 weeks’ rest), 6 of the 18 (33%) lesions showed partial response, 10 (56%) showed stable disease and 2 (11%) showed progressive disease. However, dose reductions (to 25 mg from 37.5 mg) were needed in 10 of the 15 (67%) patients because of grade 2 to 3 toxicity.

Roma and colleagues also reported the first-line sunitinib in VHL-RCC patients with recurrence or progression of multifocal kidney lesion (n = 4) and/or distant metastasis (n = 10). In their study, 64.3% of patients achieved partial response and others achieved stable disease at the maximum response period. However, 6 patients progressed and 3 patients died at a median follow-up of 37 months. The patients with toxicity grade ≥ 2 also needed a dose reduction from 50 mg to 25 mg.

Half-dose sorafenib is comparable to sunitinib in oncologic outcome and long-term stability, with relatively little complication.

**Conclusion**

The low-dose sorafenib maintenance could be a tolerable and effective long-term treatment option for recurrent stage T1 VHL-RCC patients, who need maximal preservation of renal function.
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